
China’s growing international power will
increasingly rival the U.S. in its potential
to influence human rights outside its borders.
At present, China’s influence on human rights
—both domestically and internationally—has
been negative. It needn’t be.

World powers have the luxury and ability to affect the interna-
tional human rights movement and shape human rights
norms.As a world superpower, the United States has been
instrumental in the evolution of human rights—both helpful
in developing mechanisms of enforcement and harmful in
negating their authority. China’s rise threatens to challenge U.S.
dominance. How will China’s growth transform the equation?
China’s burgeoning economic and political power will have
mounting ramifications for international human rights by pro-
viding the opportunity to dictate the extent to which human
rights are defended outside and inside its borders.
Human rights are inextricably linked to the political envi-

ronment fostered by dominant nations. Ideally, human rights
organizations and individual countries would be able to alter
international norms in a way that makes it more difficult for
countries or companies to commit violations. Realistically,
however, powerful groups selectively and opportunistically
choose when to follow human rights norms and when to flout
them when they are unenforceable. Human rights have
become the voice of diplomacy—justifying inaction and
action—but descend to little more than rhetoric when they
hinder the accomplishment of strategic goals.
The United States has remained at the forefront of the

human rights movement since the end ofWorldWar II. Due to
its visibility and power, international norms depend on U.S.
support and encouragement, while its guarantees of political
and civil rights (including freedom of speech and religion)
and its imperfect but vibrant democracy inspire less powerful
nations to extend the same rights to their citizens. On the other
hand, fundamental human rights, as embodied in the Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights and subsequent international
conventions, are not the core of U.S. foreign policy.The U.S.,
like a number of other countries, applies a double standard by

challenging enemies to respect human rights principles but
not necessarily doing so itself. Recent U.S. actions, including
the indiscriminate “war on terrorism,” indefinite detention
and extraordinary rendition, allow other countries to rational-
ize their own actions such as discrimination and internal sup-
pression. American exceptionalism has damaged international
human rights. Chinese exceptionalism threatens more of the
same.
Over the last two decades, China’s economic growth rate

has averaged just under 10 percent a year.This unprecedented
and unmatched development has altered the balance of world
power. No longer is China’s clout dwarfed by that of the
United States and Europe. China’s influence is apparent, and
increasingly China’s “peaceful rise” will have implications for
human rights not only domestically but also around the globe.
China’s economic and political power compels countries to
reduce their pressure on its domestic human rights record and
makes it easier for China to disregard world condemnation and
scorn. Its emerging sway in international affairs will increas-
ingly dictate how successfully human rights are defended out-
side its borders.The status of international human rights will
greatly depend on whether or not China decides to become a
responsible global power and emphasize the importance of
universal human rights.

China’s influence on human rights outside its borders
China’s rapid and consistent economic growth has increased its
presence and relevance in world affairs. Businesses and
investors are pouring into its domestic market to benefit from
the seemingly unending expansion, and many countries are
attempting to spur their own economic growth by working to
improve trade relations with China.Trade ties and its economic
pull have provided China with escalating leverage in the
domestic affairs of other countries.
China’s integration into the world economy has gone hand-

in-hand with deepening security and political relationships
with countries throughoutAsia and the world. China has
proactively fostered stronger political and military partner-
ships through regional and multilateral institutions, including
theAssociation of Southeast Asian Nations and Shanghai Coop-
eration Organization.Armed with its United Nations Security
Council veto and growing strength, China maintains influence
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over major international negotiations and events. In the future,
China has the potential to effectively counter the power of the
United States.

What impact will this have on international human rights?
Traditionally, the international human rights movement has
focused on civil and political rights. Economic, cultural and
social rights have received less attention from the United States
and to some extent Europe. Ensuring equality is arguably less
tangible, and a sensitive subject to many countries.This is why
the rights embedded in the Universal Declaration were split
into the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights. China’s rise has the potential to shift the emphasis from
civil and political rights to a broader and more inclusive defi-
nition of human rights if China moves the conversation in this
direction.This, however, seems unlikely as China is experienc-
ing emerging problems of inequality and signed and ratified
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights as recently as 1997 and 2001, respectively.
China’s foreign policy revolves around the principle of non-

intervention in the domestic affairs of other sovereign states.Ter-
ritorial integrity is imperative for the world’s peace and security
and sovereignty is held above all else. It asserts that outside pow-
ers are arrogant to believe that they can and should compel gov-
ernments to change. China feels that its interests are best served
when it avoids entanglement in the affairs of others, and its
hands-off policy is a useful way to deflect criticism from its own

human rights record. Diplomatic and economic relations are
developed regardless of political realities (unless a nation recog-
nizesTaiwan as an independent country).
China’s philosophy is based on the assumption that sover-

eignty rests with a nation’s government.This ignores, however,
the evolving definition of sovereignty.The human rights move-
ment argues that sovereignty rests with the people and cannot
be dehumanized; therefore territorial integrity can and should
be broken if part or all of the population is victim to gross
human rights abuses.The movement insists that the world can-
not sit idly by, and that signatories of the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide1 have a
“responsibility to protect.” Intervening to prevent wide-scale
suffering is allowed and encouraged.
China’s policy of politely avoiding the human rights record

of other countries has been convenient as it covets raw materi-
als and seeks to quench its ever-growing thirst for oil. “Busi-
ness is business.”2 This permissive policy has allowed China to
cozy up to some of the world’s most repressive regimes,
including Sudan, Zimbabwe, North Korea and Myanmar. Even
when the United States and Europe attempt to isolate, sanction,
criticize and alter the behavior of despots, China provides
diplomatic cover for its allies and enables autocrats to continue
abusive policies. China has been under increasing pressure to
use its influence to curtail violations, but has thus far only
softly nudged the worst abusers. In order to retain its eco-
nomic links, China practices “quiet diplomacy,” and does little
to pressure violators of human rights.

Chinese President Hu Jintao accompanies Zimbabwe’s President Robert Mugabe at a welcoming ceremony in Beijing’s Great Hall of the People in July

2005. Photo: AFP/Getty Images
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China’s tolerance of human rights abuses is demonstrated
in its foreign aid strategy. China has been courting countries in
Africa with trade incentives, aid, low- or no-interest loans and
forgiveness of debt to gain access to natural resources. Presi-
dent Hu Jintao and Prime MinisterWen Jiabao welcomed
African leaders to a Sino-Africa forum in Beijing in November
2006, and both have made numerous trips toAfrica with offers
to construct railroads, roadways and ports.Trade between
China andAfrica jumped 40 percent in 2006 to reach $55 bil-
lion after several years of steep growth.3 China now receives a
third of its oil from the continent of Africa.4

Aid from China is simply a matter of economics and is not
tied to political and social factors. Internal politics are left
unaddressed and at times protected from manipulation by
other external powers. For those states with poor human rights
policies, China is easier to deal with than the United States and
Europe as there are no transparency requirements and intru-
sive prerequisites on corruption. China is relatively popular in
African countries that have been plagued by exploitation and
subjugation by outside powers. Some argue that China’s no-
strings-attached policy is a refreshing change from the unde-
pendable and politically-charged aid from the U.S. and Europe.
It is even suggested that China’s unflinching support will
slowly lift countries out of poverty, and that political rights
will follow economic growth.

For those states with poor human rights
policies, China is easier to deal with than
the United States and Europe

The problem with this line of thinking is that everything is
interconnected—political freedoms reinforce economic forces.
A free press, independent judiciary and responsive govern-
ment help ensure that aid travels to the intended recipients. If
corruption is not diminished, aid money can be siphoned off
by those in power, consolidating the control of repressive
regimes and exacerbating inequalities and injustices. In such
cases, monetary aid can be counterproductive to the defense of
human rights.This is why theWorld Bank, the United States
and Europe require recipients to model good governance,
closely monitor aid flows and use the withholding of extensive
loans to pressure despotic leaders.This strategy of isolation is
undermined when China gives infamous regimes access to
world markets.
China has recently sheltered Sudan from international out-

rage by cultivating strong ties with Sudanese President Omar
al-Bashir. Over the past several decades, Sudan has endured
rampant civil strife as groups grapple for control over its abun-
dant natural resources. In 2003, in the western region of Dar-
fur, government-armed militias launched a genocide against
non-Arab civilians. More than 400,000 people been have
killed and millions displaced,5 and violence has already spilled
over Sudan’s borders with Chad and Central African Republic.
The deteriorating situation has placed humanitarian workers
under constant threat and limited their ability to help the vul-
nerable who are dependent on their services for survival.

Despite the severity of the conflict and the government’s
complicity and continued involvement, China has cemented its
strong friendship with the regime and has negated the seclu-
sion and demands imposed by other world powers. In Febru-
ary 2007, President Hu Jintao spent two days in Sudan on his
trip toAfrica.While acknowledging the need for change and
signaling his support for an improved and enlarged peacekeep-
ing force, Hu went on to bolster one of the guilty parties – the
Sudanese government. China buys two thirds of Sudan’s oil
exports and sells the government military weapons, planes and
helicopters,6 thereby directly assisting the perpetrators of gross
human rights violations and contradicting China’s policy of
noninterference.
Sudan is not the only country where China’s policies

threaten human rights.Through economic assistance and mili-
tary support to Zimbabwe, China props up Robert Mugabe’s
autocratic government, which is to blame for the hyperinfla-
tion that has destroyed the country’s economy and starves the
population of life’s necessities. Mugabe is also responsible for a
slum-demolition campaign that left hundreds of thousands of
Zimbabwe’s poor homeless in 2005.7While seeking Zim-
babwe’s natural resources and obtaining deals in mining, com-
munications, power and transportation, China has sold over
$200 million worth of military vehicles and jets to the govern-
ment.8 China additionally provides Zimbabwe’s regime with
technology to monitor the electronic communications of
opposition groups.9

Outside of Africa, China has provided the pariah state of
Myanmar with critical support, intensifying relations with an
intransigent government that forbids independent media and
opposition parties and condones arbitrary arrest, torture and
forced labor. Myanmar’s repressive military regime has
retained power for nearly two decades and its widespread and
systematic crimes have caused millions to flee across the bor-
der toThailand and hundreds of thousands to be displaced
from their homes internally.10 International isolation and U.S.-
backed sanctions (first imposed in 1989), aimed at restoring
democratic mechanisms and inspiring national reconciliation,
have been largely unsuccessful, due at least in part to China’s
political backing and economic and military aid.
China’s relations with its notorious bedfellows illustrate its

potential to improve international human rights if it were to
engage its partners regarding gross violations and use its pull to
compel change.There is no expectation, however, that China
will support any human rights abroad that it does not defend at
home. For the sake of beleaguered citizens of these countries,
the status of human rights in China of paramount importance.

The impact of China’s rise on its domestic human rights
Hope lingers that China’s opening and economic liberalization
will inevitably propel political change: international trade and
development will expose Chinese citizens to new ideas and pos-
sibilities; increasing wealth will create a powerful middle class
that demands political rights and civil liberties; economic
growth will be the death of communism and the birth of
democracy.This could still happen, but in recent years, eco-
nomic gains have arguably reinforced Communist Party control.
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Growing inequalities, the erosion of public health and
decreasing economic security have increased social turbulence,
causing the government to clamp down on unrest and contro-
versial opinions. In the words of one commentator: “The past
year was dominated by further repression of the press and
internet, the prosecution of civic activists and the lawyers who
represent them, and increased efforts to keep religion under
the control of the state.”11

As China’s hard and soft power (economic, cultural and
diplomatic) grows, countries will be less inclined to pressure
China over its domestic human rights record, believing that it
is in their own best interest to encourage good relations.
Increasingly dependent on China economically, politically and
strategically, countries will wield little influence over its
actions. China will be increasingly impervious to international
condemnation, and there will be fewer repercussions for its
disregard of international human rights norms.
Even the United States has hesitated to confront China

regarding its domestic human rights record, demonstrating
China’s weight in international affairs. Human rights is a deli-
cate subject and is often only highlighted because politicians
receive domestic pressure to raise the issue. In 1993, the U.S.
attempted to link human rights to the renewal of China’s Most
Favored Nation status for international trade, but the condi-
tions were dropped a year later. More recently, the United
States tried to censure China at the United Nations Human
Rights Commission,12 but the plan was aborted when China
successfully quelled support. Human rights in China have been
relegated to the sidelines of bilateral relations.The U.S. has
pushed for an open dialogue, but largely as a symbolic gesture
to appeaseAmerican constituents.Without overt criticism and
strong public condemnation there is little possibility that the
U.S. will directly contribute to the improvement of human
rights in China.
Companies have also been cautious in their relations with

China. Powerful international businesses have capitulated to
China’s demands to ensure unfettered access to its booming
economy. Last year,Yahoo! and Microsoft’s MSN agreed to cen-
sor specific content on theirWeb sites, andYahoo! passed user
information to the government. Google, whose official motto
is “Don’t be evil,” agreed to filter the content of searches on
“sensitive” subjects such asTibet, democracy and human
rights for Chinese Internet users.

Counteracting China’s negative effects
on international human rights
In order to improve China’s record at home and abroad, coun-
tries need to make human rights a key component of every
discussion. Even though China will be increasingly able to
resist international shame and pressure, an international spot-
light on its practices will provide the greatest opportunity for

forward movement.There is still hope, also, that China will
find its long-term business and strategic interests best served
in stable countries that respect human rights, and that it needs
to protect the human rights of its own citizens in order to
maintain relations with other countries.
China’s political and economic rise has drastic and unavoid-

able implications for human rights outside its borders, as its
soft power and military provide both the carrot and the stick to
entice or force other countries to respond to its urgings. Cur-
rently, China’s hands-off approach and business-first philoso-
phy have curtailed its ability to improve human rights among
its trading partners.With enough pressure externally and
domestically, China may still be compelled to use its influence
for the better and become a responsible global power that
leads the human rights movement by example.
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